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Background: The effectiveness of computerized physician order entry (CPOE) systems has been modest, largely
because clinicians frequently override electronic alerts.
Methods: To evaluate the effectiveness of a nearly “hard
stop” CPOE prescribing alert intended to reduce concomitant orders for warfarin and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, a randomized clinical trial was conducted at 2 academic medical centers in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. A total
of 1981 clinicians were assigned to either an intervention
group receiving a nearly hard stop alert or a control group
receiving the standard practice. The study duration was
August 9, 2006, through February 13, 2007.
Results: The proportion of desired responses (ie, not reordering the alert-triggering drug within 10 minutes of
firing) was 57.2% (111 of 194 hard stop alerts) in the intervention group and 13.5% (20 of 148) in the control
group (adjusted odds ratio, 0.12; 95% confidence inter-

val, 0.045-0.33). However, the study was terminated early
because of 4 unintended consequences identified among
patients in the intervention group: a delay of treatment
with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole in 2 patients and
a delay of treatment with warfarin in another 2 patients.
Conclusions: An electronic hard stop alert as part of an
inpatient CPOE system seemed to be extremely effective
in changing prescribing. However, this intervention precipitated clinically important treatment delays in 4 patients who needed immediate drug therapy. These results
illustrate the importance of formal evaluation and monitoring for unintended consequences of programmatic interventions intended to improve prescribing habits.
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NTICOAGULANTS , ESPE cially warfarin, are the cornerstone of therapy for
several diseases, including the prophylaxis and
treatment of pulmonary embolism, venous thrombosis, and atrial fibrillation
with embolization. Although anticoagulants confer significant benefits, they are
associated with a high risk of adverse
events, specifically bleeding, which is more
likely in the setting of supratherapeutic
anticoagulation.

See Invited Commentary
at end of article
Many medications can increase the anticoagulation effects of warfarin. In observational studies1,2 assessing risk factors for
overanticoagulation, antibiotics have been
a common culprit, with trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole among the most common. In a retrospective cohort study3 of pa-
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tients using warfarin who initiated any of
several antibiotic therapies, 69% of patients using trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole exhibited clinically significant elevations in the international normalized ratio
to greater than 4. Adverse bleeding events
developed in 13% of the patients exposed
to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and in
none of the other antibiotic groups studied.3 A case-control study4 showed that recent initiation of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole therapy in patients receiving
warfarin was associated with hospitalization for gastrointestinal bleeding (adjusted odds ratio, 1.46 [95% confidence interval (CI), 1.16-1.85] for a prescription
filled 0-5 days before the hospitalization and
2.54 [2.08-3.10] for a prescription filled
6-10 days before the hospitalization). For
several years, the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania has, therefore, had in
place a program of pharmacy interventions in which pharmacists telephoned prescribers to notify them of this interaction
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whenever a simultaneous order was written, that is, a pharmacist intervention program. Yet, some physicians still continued to prescribe these drugs concurrently.
In 1997, the University of Pennsylvania Health System implemented a computerized physician order entry
(CPOE) system for inpatient care.5 Yet, numerous previous studies have shown that using preprogrammed alerts
contained in the decision support as part of a CPOE system is often ineffective in changing prescribing6-11 and
is frequently related to poor design characteristics of the
alerts and insufficient consideration of human factors in
the implementation.12,13 The results also may differ when
using vendor-developed solutions vs homegrown solutions. Automatic order alerts are built into the CPOEs
to protect patients against harmful administration of
medications. Automatic order alerts may be either soft
or hard. When soft order alerts appear on the computer
screen, clinicians are alerted about potential problems associated with the particular prescription order and are
presented with alternative treatments available for consideration. In contrast, when hard stop-order alerts appear on the screen, the clinician’s order is blocked from
further execution to avert potentially serious reactions.
The goal of this study was to measure the effectiveness
of a customized nearly hard stop alert in reducing concomitant orders for warfarin and trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole compared with the standard practice
of a pharmacist intervention program.
METHODS
This study was a randomized controlled trial initially planned
for 7 months, that was started on August 9, 2006, but was terminated early on February 13, 2007.

SETTING AND PARTICIPANTS
This study was conducted at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania and at Penn Presbyterian Medical Center, where all inpatient orders are entered using the Sunrise Clinical Manager
(Eclipsys Corp, Atlanta, Georgia) CPOE system. The study participants were 1981 eligible clinicians involved in inpatient care,
of whom 1971 were included in the final analysis (1872 resident
physicians [RPs] and 99 nurse practitioners [NPs]).
The randomization procedure involved listing in a spreadsheet the names of all the RPs and NPs and assigning each a
random number. We then rank-ordered the list based on the
random numbers and selected the first half to be in the intervention group and the second half to be in the control group.

INTERVENTION
The intervention included clinicians subject to an automatic electronic hard-stop alert of a trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole or warfarin order entered into the CPOE system whenever an RP or
NP placed an order for trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole with an
already-active warfarin order, if warfarin was ordered for a patient already taking trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, or when ordering both simultaneously. The hard-stop alert appeared as a
pop-up window that notified the clinician that the order could
not be processed because of a significant potential drug-drug interaction. The specific text of the stop alert read as follows:
The prescription of warfarin and TMP/Sulfa together is completely prohibited except in cases of urgent need for the TMP/Sulfa.

If you are attempting to prescribe warfarin and the patient
is already on TMP/Sulfa, discontinue the TMP/Sulfa and your
order for warfarin will be processed.
If you are attempting to prescribe TMP/Sulfa and feel that
your patient has an urgent need, then contact the inpatient pharmacy and you will be directed as to how to process the order
for TMP/Sulfa.
Alerts could be overridden in 2 ways. One way, which did
not involve pharmacist intervention, was to enter in the order
the indication of Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP) prophylaxis. This triggered an acknowledge alert that read as follows: “Dr. xxx, you have certified that this patient has PCP.
Click on ‘Acknowledge’ button to certify that this diagnosis is
still active to proceed with this prescription.” The other way
to override the alert was to bypass the CPOE altogether by calling the pharmacist directly.
The control group continued with the prevailing practice
of the pharmacist telephoning prescribers to notify them of this
interaction and recommend cessation for concurrent warfarin
and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole orders, that is, a pharmacist intervention program.

OUTCOMES AND FOLLOW-UP
The primary outcome was a new concurrent prescription order for trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and warfarin accepted
through the electronic ordering system. In this context, not reordering the alert-triggering drug within 10 minutes after the
alert fired (or would have fired in the control group) represented a desired response by the providers. This time frame was
chosen because it was a reasonable period within which a clinician, having just received an alert, would have reacted to it.
However, because 10 minutes was an arbitrary time frame, we
also repeated the analysis using an outcome of 24 hours; the
results were comparable and are not presented.
Two potential adverse outcomes of the computerized hardstop alert were also of interest. The first was a delay in obtaining
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole when the practitioner believed
that an infection was best treated with trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole and when the potential warfarin interaction was
judged less important than the need for the antibiotic. The second was unintentional warfarin cessation in a patient previously
undergoing long-term warfarin therapy. Therefore, the study also
assessed the incidence of warfarin cessation on the day when an
order of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole was attempted in a patient already receiving warfarin.

DATA COLLECTION
All the data were obtained from the CPOE systems of the 2 study
hospitals. The unit of analysis for this study was the hard stop
alerts that fired, or would have fired, whenever a prescription
order for concurrent trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and warfarin was encountered during the inpatient stay. Alerts were
attributed to the study group of the clinician who ordered the
add-on prescription that triggered the alert.
Some alerts appeared to be firing multiple times, immediately one after another, presumably because providers attempted to reenter the order for the triggering medication to
attempt to overrule the alert. Accordingly, we applied a 5-minute
rule in defining units of analysis; we counted alerts firing within
5 minutes of each other as a single episode and alerts firing more
than 5 minutes apart as separate episodes.

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW/DATA MONITORING
This study was reviewed by the University of Pennsylvania’s institutional review board (IRB), receiving approval with exemp-
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or failure to begin therapy in situations in which warfarin and
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole were appropriate.

1981 UPHS clinicians eligible
10 Were excluded (duplicates)∗

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

986 Unique control
clinicians

The proportions of “desired responses” (ie, not reordering the
alert-triggering drug within 10 minutes after alert firing) in the
intervention and control groups were compared using logistic
regression,14 accounting for clustering15 of RPs and NPs (ie, the
nonindependence of outcomes in patients within the same
clinic), using STATA version 10 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas).

1971 Randomized

985 Unique intervention
clinicians

55 Clinicians triggered
the active stop alert

45 Clinicians triggered
the silent alert

52 Patients involved
in the alerts

44 Patients involved
in the alerts

RESULTS

Figure 1. Profile of the randomized clinical trial for the warfarin and
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole study. UPHS indicates University of
Pennsylvania Health System. *Duplicates resulted from the same clinicians
working in both study hospitals and having different IDs in each hospital but
representing the same persons. None received alerts.
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Figure 2. Monthly time trend for the mean proportion of desired responses
(ie, not reordering the alert-triggering drug within 10 minutes after alert
firing) for each study group. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

tion from obtaining the clinicians’ consent and a waiver of Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act authorization. All
faculty and clinical staff at the University of Pennsylvania Health
System receive annual notification that they may become part of
research evaluating interventions designed to improve clinical practice, specifically, interventions involving electronic systems.
The IRB initially had concerns that depriving the control
group of the intervention would be unethical and, in fact, was
initially reluctant to approve the study. Another IRB concern
was that the new alert could lead to delays in patient care:
either that clinicians would discontinue warfarin because of
the alert or that the alternative antibiotic for trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole may not work as well in a given patient.
Also, there may be reasons to give trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole even with warfarin. To ensure that the risk remained minimal, the IRB requested a monitoring plan to look
continuously for signals of delaying treatment (ie, inappropriate delay or stoppage of warfarin and inappropriate delay or
stoppage of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole) resulting from
the new alert. Accordingly, a monitoring committee was convened and charged with reviewing monthly reports of all
events in which the electronic intervention was activated to
determine the occurrences of inappropriate discontinuation

Figure 1 shows the profile of the 1981 clinicians randomized to the 2 study groups (995 intervention clinicians receiving the active hard stop alerts and 986 control
clinicians who would have received the alerts and did not),
of whom 1971 were included in the final analysis after 10
were excluded because they erroneously appeared in both
lists. During the study period, these providers ordered 8826
prescriptions through the CPOE system (3167 warfarin and
1036 trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole prescriptions ordered by intervention clinicians, and 3630 warfarin and 993
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole prescriptions ordered by
control clinicians). Seven patients in the intervention group
were exempt because of PCP prophylaxis.
Overall, 437 alerts had fired. Of these, 342 alerts (194
in the intervention group and 148 in the control group)
were analyzed as unique events after applying the 5-minute
rule. Of the 194 hard stop alerts issued to the intervention
group, the proportion of desired responses by the clinicians (ie, not reordering the alert-triggering drug within
10 minutes of firing) was 57.2% (n=111). Of the 83 undesired responses in the intervention group, the alerttriggering drug ordered was warfarin in 78 and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole in 5. In contrast, the comparable
proportion in the control group was 13.5% (n=20). Of the
128 undesired responses in the control group, the alerttriggering drug ordered was warfarin in 121, trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole in 2, and both drugs simultaneously in
5. Clinicians in the intervention group were less likely than
control clinicians to reorder the alert-triggering drug after
adjusting for provider type (RP or NP) as a confounder and
accounting for clustering by provider (adjusted odds ratio, 0.12; 95% CI, 0.045-0.33). The unadjusted odds ratio
was 0.12 (95% CI, 0.07-0.20). Adjustment for hospital was
not possible because 1 hospital had only 1 observation in
which the alerting medication was reordered within 10 minutes after the stop alert had fired. Note the high mean number of alerts per provider (3.53 in the intervention group
and 3.29 in the control group), even after counting alerts
triggered by repeated orders within 5 minutes as a single
alert event. The greatest proportion of desired responses
was observed in the first 3 months of the intervention, after which it steadily declined, suggesting that the effectiveness of the alert may have started to wear off (Figure 2).
The groups remained different, however, at the end of the
study.
Finally, the study was stopped early by the IRB because of 4 instances of unintended consequences identi-
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fied in the intervention group. For a synopsis of the monthly
monitoring of unintended consequences associated with
the intervention—either a delay of treatment with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole when determined to be necessary for treatment or inadvertent warfarin discontinuation—
see the Table. Review of the electronic records of all 4
individuals involved in these events showed that in no case
could we identify specific infectious or thrombotic complications that could have been related to the delays in
therapy in the adverse event reporting.

Table. Monthly Monitoring of Unintended
Consequences of the Stop Alert for Warfarin
and Trimethoprim-Sulfamethoxazole
Unintended
Study Consequences,
Month
No.
1

2

2

1

3

1

4
5
6

None
None
None

COMMENT

This study revealed that an electronic order intervention
that is nearly a hard-stop alert can, indeed, be effective in
reducing the undesired prescribing, at least initially. This
intervention also resulted in delay in ordering trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole when the practitioners believed that trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole was necessary for their patients. This necessitated the early termination of this study
for ethical reasons because of potential for harm in the intervention arm, a dramatic finding given the IRB’s initial
concern for the potential for harm by having a control group
that was denied the intervention.
Alerts are typically communicated through pop-up warning messages on the computer screen (ie, simple informationtriggers).SuchCPOEsysteminterventionshavereduced
medication error rates,16,17 but even important electronic
alerts are sometimes overridden,6-11 suggesting that there
is still much to learn about the best way to present such alerts
to providers.10,18,19 In inpatient settings, Hsieh et al20 found
that only 20% of physicians changed prescriptions in response to drug allergy alerts, and Payne et al11 found that
only 12% of critical drug interaction alerts and 31% of drug
allergy interaction alerts resulted in a changed prescription
order. The principal reasons for low response by clinicians
to the automated alerts are many low-consequence alert firings and poor design of alerts.12,13 Clinicians tend to override the alerts because they are perceived to be nonspecific
and lack the clinicians’ additional knowledge of the clinical situation for the specific patient context.12,21-25 Given the
perception among clinicians that most alerts are inappropriate and are a nuisance because of low clinical relevance,
CPOE-based drug alerts may perhaps be more effective if
they were customized to include only a limited number of
critically important alerts.12,24,25 Another approach has been
to design alerts that require from the clinician a specific responsetothealert(eg,enteringareasonforoverriding).20,26-29
Alerts that require a response seem to be somewhat more
effective,12,26-29 presumably because they engage the clinician’s attention, although not always,20,29 and they increase
the clinician’s time burden.18,20
Still another approach is to design hard stop alerts that
prevent the clinician from completing the prescription
order entry, although some find it objectionable on the
grounds that decision support should not replace the clinician’s responsibility for their patients.10 Published reports of interventions that used hard stop alerts are scant.13
An important component of CPOE systems is to check
prescription orders by clinicians to reduce medication errors and improve patient safety. As part of this support,

Nature of Unintended Consequence
Both were delays in appropriate therapy being
administered.
The first was a 1-d delay in warfarin
administration. Definitely related to the
intervention.
The second was a failure to prescribe
appropriate trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole
prophylaxis for an otherwise critically ill
patient. Probably related to the intervention.
A 3-d delay in initiation of antibiotic therapy
recommended by the Infectious Diseases
Consultation Service. Probably related to
the intervention.
A 3-d delay in initiation of warfarin therapy
(patient receiving alternative
anticoagulation). Definitely related to the
intervention.

CPOE systems are designed to trigger safety alerts to prevent adverse drug reactions. However, excessive alerting
can disrupt clinician workflows,18,30 and overdependence
on CPOE systems may cause chaos when the system is
down, with clinicians having trouble remembering medication contraindications, standard dosages, and hospital formulary recommendations.10,30,31 Such unintended consequences5,32 and unintended therapy delays, such as occurred
in a few cases in this study that were determined to be definitely or probably related to the alert intervention, provide yet another example of the need for formal evaluations of CPOE interventions rather than assuming that they
are always necessarily of benefit.
Because many prescribing “errors” detected by automated systems may, in fact, represent reasonable prescribing decisions, it is proper to inquire about the clinical appropriateness of the simultaneous warfarin and
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole orders that were entered despite the intervention. The review of these cases
deemed them to represent delays in appropriate therapy
being administered. One was a failure to prescribe appropriate trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole prophylaxis for
an otherwise critically ill patient. Another was a delay in
initiation of antibiotic therapy recommended by the Infectious Diseases Consultation Service. The others were
delays in initiation of warfarin therapy.
As noted in a recent review by Eslami et al,17 many
trials of CPOE and medication safety were not randomized. The strength of this study was its randomized design and statistical power. It is generally accepted that
randomization of at least 100 subjects will produce balance between the study groups,33 and, of course, the present sample size is much larger than this.
The decision to randomize clinicians rather than patients was motivated by several considerations. First, because the order is written by clinicians, it is appropriate
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to consider each order by them as an opportunity for error. Second, each medical practitioner has a unique access code to use the electronic ordering system, and the
order system menu can be varied by individual user. In
addition, we wanted to keep each practitioner in the same
study group for the duration of the study to minimize
contamination between the 2 groups. However, there is
the possibility that the difference in effect that we observed between the intervention and control groups for
concurrent orders of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and
warfarin may have diminished across time during the
study because RPs and NPs usually work in teams and
may work alongside other physicians who may be assigned to a different group in the study. It is common
for RPs and NPs to discuss a patient’s care plan, which
includes issues of ordering medications. Across time, the
RPs and NPs from both groups may have learned not to
order trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole with an active order of warfarin because of awareness of the hard-stop alert.
We attempted to reduce contamination by trying to complete this study as rapidly as possible. It was initially
planned to last 7 months but had to be terminated early.
Finally, because we did not review the medical records
of all the patients who, in fact, went on to receive the concurrent warfarin and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole
medications and because we did not follow up on possible
adverse events associated with this drug interaction in these
patients, we do not have information to conclude that the
benefits of reducing the critical warfarin and trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole drug interaction outweigh the harms that
were observed in this trial. Yet, the harm here was believed to be sufficient that the IRB terminated the study early.
In conclusion, we showed that a computerized decision support intervention—a nearly hard-stop alert—
was markedly effective in reducing the prescribing of an
undesired drug-drug combination. However, this intervention had unintended adverse consequences that were
deemed sufficiently serious to warrant discontinuation
of the intervention and early termination of the study.
This emphasizes the need for formal evaluation and monitoring of programmatic interventions rather than simply assuming that they will be effective.
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INVITED COMMENTARY

CPOE and Clinical Decision Support in Hospitals
Getting the Benefits

T

he United States will be investing almost $50 billion in incentives in health information technology (HIT), which will go mostly to hospitals and
providers who adopt HIT, and a key area of emphasis will
be CPOE in hospitals. To get these incentives, hospitals
will need to demonstrate “meaningful use” of HIT. In deliberations on the meaningful use measures by the Health
Information Policy Committee, the single most controversial area, based on the number of comments received, was CPOE in hospitals, in large part regarding
how soon it should be required. The initial recommendations were for a high level of implementation by 2011,
although this was changed to only 10% physician use by
2011, with a higher level in 2013. Nevertheless, this 2011
threshold would still require that hospitals get started with
CPOE to be eligible for payment.
Thus, the nation’s hospitals will now have strong incentives to move ahead in this area. Although CPOE has
many benefits beyond medications, a major focus has been
its role in improving medication safety. Medicationrelated harm was the single largest cause of harm in hospitalized patients in the Harvard Medical Practice Study
I.1 An early study2 found a 55% reduction in the serious
medication error rate with even an early version of CPOE.
More recently, several meta-analyses3-5 have confirmed
that the evidence shows that CPOE can reduce the medication error rate. The effect on the preventable adverse
drug event rate has been less certain, in part because most

studies have not been powered to detect the effect on adverse drug events.
Much of the benefit of CPOE systems in improving medication safety comes from the associated decision support,
which should cover a variety of areas.6 However, alerts regarding drug-drug interactions have been among the trickiest. There are numerous known drug-drug interactions, but
many have low potential for harm.7 Implementations of
CPOE systems have actually failed because too many drugdrug interactions of low priority were displayed, leading
users to reject the entire application, although drug-drug
interactions cause only a small proportion of all medicationrelated harm. We urgently need better evidence about which
drug-drug interactions are important. Some interactions that
come up most often, such as potential interactions with
azoles, have been found to have low potential for harm when
carefully examined.8 In this issue of the Archives, Strom et
al examine the consequences of putting in place a warning for a specific interaction: warfarin and trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole. This is an important interaction because the risk of bleeding increases in patients exposed to
both. In a retrospective cohort study,9 bleeding occurred
in 13% of patients exposed to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole but in none of the other antibiotic groups studied. The
institution had implemented a variety of noncomputerized approaches to try to decrease the use of these 2 drugs
together, but some patients still received both. Strom et al
implemented an interruptive alert with a strong warning
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